NEW ECO FRIENDLY STICKERS ARE HERE!
It has taken 2 years of investment, research, testing and pushing manufacturers
to delvelope this special material for us for the harsh marine environment.
Our new sticker material is 37% lighter and therefore higher performance,
but also produces less waste and requires less energy to transport.
Being almost entirely made in the UK, its carbon footprint is minimal before dispatch.
Our packaging is now fully plastic free and recyclable.
We also chose to remove the masking tape (application tape), which wasn’t recyclable,
making application quicker, helps alignment, reduces waste and total weight for shipping.

Sticker
Waterbased ink (colours appear less vivid)
Polypropylene (PP) Vinyl
CAN BE RECYCLED
Release liner
Unfortunately this cannot be recycled.
It is kraft paper, but the silicon means
it is not recyclable.

How to apply your stickers

Find our instructions on YouTube
BEFORE APPLICATION
Unroll the sticker onto a ﬂat
surface and leave it to settle for
one hour.

You must clean the sail
with alcohol isopropyl
or similar (do not use,
washing up liquid as it can
leave a greasy layer).
Lots of fresh water can be used.
As long as it’s dried thoroughly
before application.

Dry Technique
Position and align your sticker into place.
Use small pieces of masking tape to hold
in position.
When ready, apply a long strip down the
middle of the longest length.
Peel half of the sticker away from the
release liner - be careful to not touch the
adhesive/glue.
Cut oﬀ the exposed release liner and
discard it. Support the sticker and avoid
letting it touch the surface, until you are
ready.
Using a soft squeegee (to avoid
scratching the sticker), apply the sticker
working from the center, pushing out any
air bubbles.
Now remove the release liner from under
the other half of the sticker and repeat
the application process.
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Before use, you must leave your
stickers for 48hr hours to allow the
ahdesive to fully bond to the surface.
After 48hrs give the sticker one last
push down. Taking extra care with the
edges, ensuring they are sealed

Wet Technique
DO NOT USE FOR NEW ECO STICKERS!!
Spray the surface with application ﬂuid.
Peel the sticker oﬀ the release liner.
(we advise you get someone to help you)
Place the sticker over the ﬂuid and align
into position.
When happy with position, use your soft
squeegee (to avoid scratching the
sticker) to remove the ﬂuid/bubbles
from behind the sticker. Working from
the middle out, carefully remove excess
solution and dry the sufaces with a clean
cloth or towel.
*We will not be liable for problems if the instructions are not followed correctly*

